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SUMMARY

When measuring color in an ink-on-paper 
sample or an image printed on-white film, 
the color of the supporting surface behind the 
print may not seem important. In fact, the 
color of the backing behind a sample can have 
a measurable influence on the measurements, 
even for seemingly opaque materials like heavy 
white papers. The effects can be even greater 
when the substrate is a plastic film. This paper 
explains the challenges and suggests a tool that 
can help – AVT’s SpectraLab.
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WHY DOES THE MATERIAL BEHIND A PRINTED SAMPLE  
INFLUENCE COLOR MEASUREMENT?

Most people expect that a convenient, flat surface such as the table in a viewing booth, 
available space on the press desk, a clean office table or even a stack of printed sheets can 
be used for making color measurements. Many assume that the three choices shown in 
Figure 1 can be used interchangeably.

A few simple trials with almost any color measuring instrument will show that 
measurements of a printed sample will differ when the sample is laid down on differently 
colored surfaces. Although paper and white film can appear to be solid white, they are 
not totally opaque. For example, try laying a sample on top of a black matte board, a tan 
tabletop, and a few sheets of bright white paper. Measure the same spot on each backing.

On a thinner sheet of paper, try taking measurements on a copy that has no printing on 
the reverse and then measuring the same location on a sheet with an image printed on the 
reverse side.

Either one of these experiments will suggest that all the light is not being reflected when 
it hits the top surface of the paper. Instead, some light is traveling through the ink, through 
the paper, bouncing off the backing material and then traveling back through the paper 
and ink again. Different colors on the backing absorb different amounts of the light, and 
those differences show up in the color measurements taken on the paper surface.

Backing color differences pose a critical challenge when comparing measurements taken 
at two different places, on two different backing. Light does not simply bounce off a 
printed surface, but interacts with the different layers of ink, varnish, lamination, and paper 
or film before finally reaching the viewer’s eye or the spectrophotometer’s detector. 

These complicated interactions between light and printed material mean that the light 
arriving at a measuring instrument can vary due to different reflections from different 
backings, even with the same sample and the same instrument.
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Figure 1:  
Three common  
arrangements for  
measuring printed  
samples
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MEASURING COLOR ON PLASTIC FILMS

Translucent and transparent films present an even greater challenge when measuring 
print than do opaque materials. Selecting a consistent backing for color measurement 
becomes critical when evaluating print on the plastic films that are common in packaging 
and labels. The measured color of plastic films is greatly influenced by the color of the 
material underneath the film because they are transparent and have little coloration.

TRADITIONAL ADJUSTMENTS FOR COLOR IN  
THE BACKING MATERIALS

Measuring stacked sheets 
Over time, careful printers have used different methods to 
minimize the impact of a sample’s backing on color measurements. 
A common technique is to measure the printed sheet stacked on 
several other sheets printed with the same image. In this case, the 
measurement illumination only interacts with the paper and the 
same ink being measured on the backing sheets, so there is no 
outside influence from other colors. Overall, the path of light in 
the printed regions has little impact on the values measured. This 
method may be easy in a press room where many copies of the printed image are on 
hand, but it becomes less practical when the sample is shipped to customers.

Subtracting paper density values 
“Zeroing” measurements by subtracting the density as measured on the unprinted region 
of the paper is a practice that commercial printers use to eliminate the problems of backing 
effects on density measurements. The simple math of this “minus paper” approach makes 
it appealing. However, the arithmetic of the correction significantly impacts the values for 
lighter areas of the image and adjusts the blank paper regions most of all.
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Table 1: Example of “zeroing” on paper
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On the other hand, the zeroing does not adjust the values for the darker regions of the image 
to the same degree. Density measurement variations due to backing differences still show up 
when measurements are made in the darker tones. These areas have a particular importance 
for print specifications such as measurements made on solid inks. Simple subtraction may 
not accurately predict the effects on measured results in these darker regions.

The “zeroing” method only applies to density measurements and is not relevant for colorimetry.

Black backing 
Another method for compensating for variations caused by backing has been to measure 
the printed sample laid on a sheet of black paper or a black table surface. The black 
backing, when black enough, absorbs virtually all the light that passes through the paper 
or film, so the light reflected at the printed surface of the paper is virtually the only light 
measured. This eliminates the uncertainty from inconsistent backing color. The black 
backing also eliminates nearly all effect of images printed on the reverse (verso) surface. 
This method was the recommendation of the ISO 5-4 standard for color measuring 
procedure in photography and graphic arts for many years. (The black backing was 
required to have reflection density of 1.50.)

However, black backing measurements understate the range of color between the lightest 
and the darkest parts of the printed images (the “dynamic range”). This is because the 
black backing affects the measured lightness of light colors much more than the measured 
lightness of dark colors. For this reason, many people doing color management studies 
preferred not to measure on a black backing.

Black backings should only be used when measuring low-transparency paper or carton 
materials. Measurements of plastic films and other translucent materials (including thin 
papers) should be made using ISO 13655 compliant white backing materials.

SOLUTIONS IN THE ERA OF DIGITAL COLOR

In the age of digital color, it has become increasingly important that color measurements agree 
when made on the same sample but taken at different places at different times. The same color 
should yield the same measurement values no matter where a measurement is taken. Extraneous 
influences, such as backing characteristics, should not add uncertainty to color communications.

AVT’s SpectraLab measuring system assists in solving this challenge. Both the mechanical 
design and the software functions of SpectraLab control for the main causes of disagreement 
in measurements done at different places under different measurement conditions. These 
controls are especially helpful when print buyers are comparing measurements made in their 
offices with measurements taken by the printer at the production site.
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AVT is the global leader in print process control, quality assurance, and press control for the packaging, 
labels, and commercial print industries. With more than 8,000 AVT systems installed worldwide, our 

integrated solutions empower converters and printers to enhance print quality via automatic online and 
offline inspection and sophisticated color measurement and control, synchronized with other vision-centric 

press controls. With this, our solutions address key industry challenges, including lack of automation,  
long production setup cycles, waste materials, increasingly stringent demands for image  

quality and inadequate process and quality control.

AVT is headquartered in Israel and has subsidiaries in Europe, Asia, and the U.S., where we also have a 
network of marketing, sales and customer support teams. Our global team of skilled and experienced 

engineers brings together experts in understanding of image processing, color science, electro-optical design 
and printing press systems, coupled with software and hardware development. We are part of the Product 

Identification Platform of Danaher Corporation, a global science and technology innovator
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